COMMUNITY
PRAYER
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LET THERE BE LIGHT
ALL IS LIGHT - JAN NOVOTKA

NO. 1

In the beginning was the Light
and all things came to be from the Light.
Everything is full of Light
and to the Light we shall return.
Deep in your Being is the Light.
It's the essence of all that exists.
Still your mind and see Light,
and into Light you'll be transformed.
Let go into the Light
and the Light will shine where you are.
We are called to be Light,
for it is Light we truly are.
In the beginning was the light
And all things came to be from the light.
Everything is full of light
And into light we’ll be reborn (2).

And God said, "Let there be light", and there was light.
God saw that light was good!
Genesis 1:3
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REFLECTION ON THE FLARING FORTH OF OUR UNIVERSE
Our universe exploded into being 13.7 billion years ago
with the Flaring forth of the primeval fire ball. All of the
energy that at this very moment floods through our
bodies, and through our world, and that sustains us
by its presence, was gifted to us in that moment
of Divine Creativity. What began in that fiery
irruption was a story of wondrous, creative
possibility. This story has been unfolding ever
since, revealing in endless diversity, the
mysterious presence of Divine Power, Energy
and Beauty.
In the Genesis account of creation, when
the author begins to tell the story of the origins
of the Universe, the very first words the author
placed on the lips of the Creator were “Let there
be light” (Gen 1:3), and when the scientists begin to
reveal to us the New Story of the Universe they begin by
telling us that The Universe began in an explosion of light.
One can only wonder at the profundity of human insight
that enabled human intuition some three thousand years ago
to penetrate to the very depths of the mystery of the Universe
as modern science has only recently revealed it. The Cosmos is
the First Book of Revelation to paraphrase St. Thomas Aquinas.
Mark McDonnell CFC
PEARL MAKING
My soul tells me,
we were all broken
from the same nameless heart,
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and every living thing
wakes with a piece
of that original heart
aching its way into blossom.
This is why we know each other
below our strangeness,
why when we fall,
we lift each other,
or when in pain, we hold each other,
why when sudden with joy,
we dance together.
Life is the many pieces
of that great heart
loving itself back together.
Mark Nepo
REFLECTION AND SHARING
Go around and choose something (plant, rock, bird, snail,..)
that also shares with you this journey of 13.7 billion years. Ask
that creation of God to tell you its story as you share your own.
Listen with radical amazement how Divine Power and Beauty
manifest in that story. As you do that, experience the
relatedness that you share tracing back to the Flaring forth.
Then experience that relatedness with everything around
you and perhaps everything in our universe. Remain in that
moment where you experience yourself as one with universe
as it was at the moment of the Flaring forth.
Share your experience with the group.
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PRAYER
Mother, Father, God, Universal Power
Remind us daily of the sanctity of all life.
Touch our hearts with the glorious oneness of all creation.
As we strive to respect all the living beings on this planet.
Penetrate our souls with the beauty of this Earth,
As we attune ourselves to the rhythm and flow of the seasons.
Awaken our minds with the knowledge
to achieve a world in perfect harmony
And grant us the wisdom to realize
that we can have heaven on earth. Amen
Jo Poore
WE ARE CONNECTED – CHRIS SKINNER

NO. 2

We are connected like branches to the tree
We all walk the planet, let’s walk with dignity
No matter our colour, no matter our creed.
All of us are gifted and all of us we need.
We are connected one great family.
Let’s light the fire together and let it shine for all to see.
Shine, everybody standing in the light.
Shine, everybody warmed by the fire.
Shine, no one left in the dark or in the cold.
Shine, come together to embrace and to hold.
Shine, forgive and heal the hurts that divide.
Shine, standing with, along, beside.
Shine, Shine! We are connected, connected!
Breath and life, connected, earth, sea and sky, connected.
Hands and hearts, connected, believe it, believe it!
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MY PILGRIM HEART
THE CALL OF THE WILD – JAN NOVOTKA

NO. 3

The Call of the Wild rouses my soul,
opening mind and heart to soar.
Oh Call of the Wild, Fire of Life,
flame the love of life in me.
The Call of the Wild howls through the trees,
shaking and dancing in the storm.
Oh Call of the Wild, Shaker of Bones,
dance your freedom in me.
The Call of the Wild lurks in the night
into the place where shadow reigns.
Oh Call of the Wild, Friend of the Dark,
release the fear of night from me.
The Call of the Wild lures me to come.
Come without fear and without shame.
Oh Call of the Wild, Healer of Soul,
touch me with wholeness once again.
TOURIST OR PILGRIM
I stand on the edge of myself and wonder,
Where is home? Oh, where is the place
Where beauty will last? When will I be safe? And where?
My tourist heart is wearing me out
I am so tired of seeking for treasures that tarnish.
How much longer, Lord? Oh, which way is home?
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My luggage is heavy; it is weighing me down.
I am hungry for the holy ground of home.
Then suddenly, overpowering me
with the truth, a voice within me gentles me and says:
There is a power in you, a truth in you
that has not yet been tapped.
You are blinded with a blindness that is deep
for you’ve not loved the pilgrim in you yet.
There is a road that runs straight through your heart.
Walk on it.
To be a pilgrim means to be on the move, slowly
To notice your luggage becoming lighter
To be seeking for treasures that do not rust
To be comfortable with your heart’s questions
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To be moving toward the holy ground of home
With empty hands and bare feet.
And yet, you cannot reach that home
until you’ve loved the pilgrim in you.
One must be comfortable with pilgrimhood
before one’s feet can touch the homeland.
Do you want to go home?
There’s a road that runs straight through your heart.
Walk on it.
Macrina Wiederkehr
POINTS FOR REFLECTION AND SHARING
Looking over my life journey with ‘Exodus eyes’, the eyes of a
pilgrim, one who is always on the way. I remember:
... my Egypt situations of unfreedom
that I have been able to leave behind,
... my burning bush moments
when my faith was affirmed and my work renewed,
… my parting of the sea
when I made it through difficulties and challenges,
... my manna and quail
that sustained my desert hunger and nourished me,
... my fire and cloud
of other's steady fidelity that assured me of God's nearness.
Choose any one of the above points for your reflection and
sharing.
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ENTERING INTO THE SOUL OF AFRICA
AFRICAN SUNRISE - JOHN DENVER

NO. 4

African sunrise, shine on a brand new day
African sunrise, show us a brand new way.
Give us a brand new morning,
Show us forever beginning to stand on our own.
African sunrise, smile on my African home.
In this hour of quiet contemplation
The stillness of the dawning calms my mind,
I face the day with heartfelt exaltation
The light is both a promise and a sign.
In the darkness we have lost the son of our sister
Though the beauty of his spirit lingers still.
This was a child of love, a child of laughter
Who cannot understand the way I feel.
Is it not the sun that gives the seasons?
Is it not the sun that brings the rain?
Our throats are choked with dust, but we're still singing.
Our song will not be silenced by the rain.
All around the village I could hear the roosters crowing,
There was a time it was like music to my ears,
Now all I can hear is the sound of hungry babies crying,
I pray for rain to wash away their tears.
African sunrise, light of a brand new day,
African sunrise, light of a brand new way.
With one who will be our brother,
And one who will be our partner and teach us to know.
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African sunrise, smile on my African home.
African sunrise. African sunrise...

WISDOM FROM AROUND AFRICA
If you want to go quickly, go alone. If you want to go far, go
together. - South African proverb
If the rhythm of the drum beat changes, the dance steps must
adapt. - Kossi proverb
Don't judge each day by the harvest you reap but by the seeds
that you plant. - Guinean proverb
One does not climb a tree from the top. - Kenyan proverb
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Footprints in the sands of time are not made by sitting down. Liberian proverb
Your smile is an open window which tells people you are
inside the house. - Nigerian proverb
A feather alone is a delicate thing, yet it carries a bird all over
the world. - Sudanese proverb
A cow does not find its own horns heavy. - SiLozi proverb
One who bathes willingly with cold water doesn't feel the cold.
- Tanzanian proverb
As you have made your bed, so you shall lie in it. - Krio
proverb
A child not exposed to the world thinks that his/her mother is
the best cook in the world. - Bemba proverb
REFLECTION AND SHARING
Reflect on one of the above proverbs which speaks loudest to
you.
What insights does this proverb have to offer us as we continue
to live OWITF?
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DRAWN BY MYSTERY
Then he returned to his disciples and found them sleeping.
"Simon," he said to Peter, "Are you asleep?
Mark 14:37
‘To enter into the mystery’ means the ability to wonder,
to contemplate; the ability to listen to the silence and to hear the
tiny whisper amid great silence by which God speaks to us (cf 1
Kings 19:12). To enter into the mystery demands that we not be
afraid of reality: that we not be locked into ourselves, that we not
flee from what we fail to understand, that we not close our eyes
to problems or deny them, that we not dismiss our questions.
Pope Francis at the Easter Vigil
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OUR GOD CAN NEVER BE CONTAINED - CHRIS SKINNER
NO. 5
Our God can never be contained, our God is bursting forth. (2)
Breathe the goodness, breathe the healing,
Breathe the spending, and the sending,
Feel the motion, feel the rhythm,
Our God can never be contained.
Our God in Jesus down to earth,
our God in Jesus eye to eye. (2)
Contemplation, Proclamation, Conversation, Liberation,
And the witness, of his life, Our God in Jesus eye to eye.
Walking together hand in hand,
Walking together side by side (2)
Imagination, Inspiration, Understanding, Transformation,
Holy Spirit, New Creation.
Our God can never be contained. (2)
PSALM OF THE HUNGRY MYSTERY - ED HAYS
To what can I compare you, O Holy Mystery;
is there on earth or in the heavens
anything to which you can be likened?
I cannot find an adequate image to feed my ever hungry mind.
So I ask: Shall I name you a Holy Nothing,
like an invisible energy radiating nothing,
some dark, mystical black hole?
Each year, the black holes in space effortlessly swallow
millions of giant sun-stars larger than ours,
as they vanish forever
into the massive mystery of magnetic Nothingness.
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Scholars wonder whether each galaxy’s heart
may contain a black hole,
an invisible whirlpool tunnel possessing all known gravity,
allowing nothing, neither time nor space
to escape its voracious appetite.
O Holy Mystery, are you such a dark womb,
invisible to the eye and the most sensitive scope?
Are you a Cosmic Lover drawing everything to yourself
in a passionate desire to consume all in a total communion?
If so, my God, all I need do is let go.
All God-talk is based on some earthly comparison or
analogy. Images of God are rooted in human experience, thus
making the Divine Reality in some way accessible to our
experience. At the same time, any image puts human limits on
the Mystery we call God.
This psalm offers the insight that it is not we who go in
search of the Holy Mystery. Rather, regardless of whether the
Mystery is called God, Allah, I Am, or by any other name, it is
the Unspeakable Mystery that draws us. Like a devouring black
hole, it seeks to sweep us up into itself.
Such an invisible, imageless image of the Divine can make
us aware of our profound lack of gravity in relation to God and
can be a bridge for communion with the wisdom of those
religions that condone no images of the Divine one.
QUESTION FOR REFLECTION AND SHARING
As I am drawn into the Mystery called God, what images
of God am I called to let go?
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THE EARTH IS THE BURNING BUSH
GOD IN ALL THINGS
Apprehend God in all things,
for God is in all things.
Every single creature is full of God
and is a book about God.
Every creature is a word of God.
If I spent enough time with the tiniest creature
– even a caterpillar –
I would never have to prepare a sermon.
So full of God is every creature.
Meister Eckhart
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TAKE OFF YOUR SHOES - JAN NOVOTKA

NO. 6

The Earth is the burning bush.
The Earth is Holy Ground.
Take off your shoes for where you stand is holy.
Circle of Power, Rings of Fire, echoes of ancient song;
Spirits of those who prayed long ago are here.
Shadows and light caress this place.
Ferns dance with joy in the wind.
Circling above, hawk stirs my soul with love.
Mountains so high and caves so deep,
hot springs and mounds of stone;
healing and hope rise up from the soul of Earth.
THE BEATITUDES OF NATURE
Blessed is the tree
which takes time to sink deep roots;
it shows us what we have to do in order to withstand the storm.
Blessed is the seed
which falls on good soil and so produces a rich harvest; it shows
us what happens when we hear the word of God and act on it.
Blessed is the vine
which, having been pruned, becomes all the more fruitful;
it shows us the benefit of self-denial.
Blessed are the flowers of the field;
their beauty bears witness to God's prodigal artistry.
Blessed are the ubiquitous sparrows;
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their carefree attitude to life
gives us a lesson in trust in Providence.
Blessed is the wind,
which comes from we know not where,
to set sails moving and breathe life into dying fires;
it reminds us of the mysterious workings of the Holy Spirit.
Blessed is the sun which bestows its light and warmth
on bad people as well as good,
and the rain which falls without favour on all fields; in them we
see a reflection of God's indiscriminate love for his children.
Blessed are the leaves
which know when to let go, and do so ablaze with colour;
they show us how to die.
Flor McCarthy
REFLECTION AND SHARING
Share a recent experience when you experienced Nature as
blessing.
PRAYER FOR OUR COMMON HOME
Creator God, you are present in the whole universe
and in the smallest of your creatures.
You embrace with your tenderness all that exists.
Pour out upon us the power of your love,
that we may protect life and beauty.
Bring healing to our lives,
that we may protect the world and not prey on it,
that we may sow beauty, not pollution and destruction.
From Laudatio Si
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THE HOLY RISES IN OUR MIDST
CONSCIOUSNESS WAKING - JAN NOVOTKA

NO. 7

Consciousness waking, holy and whole.
Creation's stirring, birthing anew.
Now is the time.
We are the space for the Holy to rise in our midst.

THE HOLY RISES IN OUR MIDST
It is becoming clear to me that we are meant to be
leaven for our society... Our mission is to give voice to the
voiceless and hope to those without hope. Hope is like yeast
and baking powder. It has an energy that makes things rise. If
you want to know if you are good for others, ask yourself how
much hope you’ve given them.
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I was just thinking one morning during meditation
how much alike hope and baking powder are:
quietly getting what is best in me
to rise, awakening the hint
of eternity within.
I always think of that when I eat biscuits now
and wish that I could be more faithful
to the hint of eternity,
the baking powder
in me.
Macrina Wiederkehr
ARISE IN ME
When we come face to face with the challenge of self-giving,
when we are asked to go the extra mile, to take the risk of
reaching out to another, to offer forgiveness to the heart that
rejects us…
ALL: Arise in us with the energy of your love.
When our world seems bleak, when we walk with sadness
written on our soul, when we have days during which
everything goes wrong…
ALL: Arise in us with the energy of your joy.
When anxiety and concern take over our spirit, when
restlessness or boredom holds sway over us, when our world
cries out in distress and turmoil…
ALL: Arise in us with the energy of your peace.
On those days when we hurry too much, during those times
when our anger flares because our pet agendas aren’t met,
when we stop giving people our acceptance and
understanding…
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ALL: Arise in us with the energy of your kindness.
As we face the shadow of our inner world or peer into the
darkness of our outer world, as we struggle to believe in our
own gifts and blessings…
ALL: Arise in us with the energy of your goodness.
In those difficult times when fear threatens to drown our trust
in you, during those experiences of growth when we are
tempted to doubt all the ways we have known you…
ALL: Arise in us with the energy of trusting you.
As we walk on the edges of life and death, as we struggle with
the disciplines of spiritual growth, as we yearn to be faithful
amid the many changes of inner and outer growth…
ALL: Arise in us with the energy of your guidance.
Spirit of God, you are the stirrings in our hearts. You urge us to
get going. You prompt us not to give up. You call us to open our
minds and our hearts to receive your energizing, transforming
radiance. Make us receptive so that we will follow your loving
movement within our lives. We trust in your powerful
presence within us. Amen.
PRAYER
God help us
To rise up from our struggle.
Like a tree rises up from the soil.
Our roots reaching down to our trouble,
Our rich, dark dirt of existence.
Finding nourishment deeply
And holding us firmly. Always connected.
Growing upwards and into the sun. Amen.
Leunig
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TIME TO DIVE IN
How could you reach the pearl by only looking at the sea?
If you seek the pearl, be a diver:
The diver needs several qualities:
He must trust his rope and his life to his Friend’s hand,
He must stop breathing….
And he must jump!
Rumi
DESIRING TO SAY YES
I am afraid of saying “yes”, Lord. Where will you take me?
I am afraid of drawing the longer straw,
I am afraid of signing my name to an unread agreement,
I am afraid of the “yes” that will entail other “yeses”.
Yet I am not at peace. For you pursue me, besiege me.
I seek out the din for fear of hearing you,
but in a moment of silence, you slip through.
I turn from the road, for I have caught sight of you,
but at the end of the path,
you are there, awaiting me. Where shall I hide?
I meet you everywhere. Is it even possible to escape you?
I am afraid to say “yes”, Lord.
I am afraid of putting my hand in yours,
for you to hold on to it.
I am afraid of meeting your eyes, for I know you will win me.
I am afraid of your demands.
I am hemmed in, yet I continue to hide.
I am captured, yet I continue to struggle,
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and I fight, knowing that I am defeated.
… For you have made a desert around me.
I am hungry and thirsty,
and nothing in this world seems to satisfy me.
And yet I have loved you, Lord,
I’ve worked for you; gave my whole life to you,
followed your voice in the night,
from the earliest days of my youth.
O great and terrible God, what more do you want?
Why won’t you leave me in peace?
… O Lord, I am afraid of your demands.
But who can resist you?
That your Kingdom may come, and not mine.
That your Will may be done, and not mine.
Help me to say “yes”.
Michel Quoist
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Our Way Into The Future is not simply attempting
to adjust what we have been doing.
It is presenting something totally different.
Philip Pinto CFC

QUESTION FOR REFLECTION AND SHARING
Identify one way in which I am been called to a radically
different way of being a disciple of Jesus/follower of Edmund ?
I SAY, YES! - JAN NOVOTKA

NO. 8

To the Mystr’y that calls me I say, Yes!
To the longing that beckons, I say, Yes!
To the truth that disturbs me, I say, Yes!
I say, Yes, to the One within All.
For the suffering and broken, I say, Yes!
For the lost and forsaken, I say, Yes!
For the voiceless and ravaged, I say, Yes! I say, Yes, to …..
For the exiled and homeless, I say, Yes!
For those poisoned and dying, I say, Yes!
For those pushed to extinction, I say, Yes! I say, Yes, to …..
For the healing of the Body, I say, Yes!
For the sake of the Future, I say, Yes!
For the Life of the planet, I say, Yes! I say, Yes, to …..
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WE ARE VOICES THAT CHALLENGE
INJUSTICE
It is the agenda of the world that sets the mission
direction of the Church and our Congregation.
It is in deep listening to the groaning Earth and her
suffering people that the Church and Congregation
experience God calling them to be agents of change,
hope and transformation.
Nairobi Chapter document

VOICES THAT CHALLENGE - DAVID HAAS

NO. 9

Call us to hear the voices that challenge,
Deep in the hearts of all people!
By serving your world as lovers and dreamers,
We become voices that challenge! For we are the voice of God!
Voices that challenge:
The children who long to be heard and respected!
The lowly and broken destroyed by oppression!
The old and the fearful who hope for a new day!
Voices that challenge:
The lives and the cries of the poor and the silenced!
The young ones who dream of a world free of hatred!
The sick and the dying who cry for compassion!
Voices that challenge:
The ones who seek peace by their witness and courage!
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The women who suffer the pain of injustice!
The people with AIDS and those plagued with addiction!
The prophets and heroes who call us to question!
The healers who teach us forgiveness and mercy!
The victims of violent abuse and aggression!
The Christ who gave his life that we might live!
A FRANCISCAN BLESSING
May God bless you with discomfort ….
at easy answers, hard hearts,
half-truths ,and superficial relationships.
May God bless you so that you may live
from deep within your heart where God’s Spirit dwells.
May God bless you with anger...
at injustice, oppression and exploitation of people.
May God bless you so that you may work for
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justice, freedom, and peace.
May God bless you with tears...
to shed for those who suffer from pain,
rejection, starvation and war.
May God bless you so that you may reach out your hand
to comfort them and turn their pain into joy.
And may God bless you with enough foolishness ….
to believe that you can make a difference in this world, in your
neighbourhood, so that you will courageously try
what you don't think you can do, but,
in Jesus Christ you'll have all the strength necessary.
May God bless you to fearlessly speak out about injustice,
unjust laws, corrupt politicians,
unjust and cruel treatment of prisoners,
and senseless wars, genocides, starvations,
and poverty that is so pervasive.
May God bless you that you remember
we are all called to continue
God’s redemptive work of love and healing in God’s place,
in and through God’s name, in God’s Spirit,
continually creating and breathing
new life and grace into everything and everyone we touch.
QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION AND SHARING
When was the last time you were blessed with discomfort,
anger or tears for those who suffer from pain, rejection,
starvation, war, …?
What foolish dreams are Jesus and Edmund dreaming in your
heart?
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TO RISK BEING TRANSFORMED
If you want to build a ship, don't drum up people to collect wood
and don't assign them tasks and work, but rather teach them to
long for the endless immensity of the sea.
Antoine de Saint-Exupery
PAINTED ROCKING HORSE - COLEMAN AND BARTLE
NO. 10
I ride a painted rocking horse
and I'm too frightened to let go.
There's a holy stallion stamping at the door
And if I ride the wild horse tonight,
well I wonder where I'll go
Would he leave me broken, bleeding in the snow?
'Cos it might all come, all come tumbling down (2)
But if I never go, how will I ever know?
The horse I've been riding never asks for exercise.
It's just a lazy rocker, gentle walk-inside
But the stallion asks for more than this –
he's impatient for his bride.
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But my rocking horse and I just won't decide!
'Cos it might all come, all come tumbling down (2)
But if I never go, how will I ever know?
In dream I rode the nightmare,
and in dream my heart was strong.
I was lifted by the stallion and his song
But it's light and I'm still haunted by the winter of a fear.
Of a stallion gone forever, and I'm still here!
'Cos it might all come, all come tumbling down
But if I never go, how will I ever know?
THE PARABLE ABOUT INVESTMENT
Matt 25: 14-30
The kingdom of God is also like a man going off on an
extended trip. He called his servants together and delegated
responsibilities. To one he gave five thousand dollars, to another
two thousand, to a third one thousand, depending on their
abilities. Then he left. Right off, the first servant went to work and
doubled his master’s investment. The second did the same. But
the man with the single thousand dug a hole and carefully buried
his master’s money.
After a long absence, the master of those three servants
came back and settled up with them. The one given five thousand
dollars showed him how he had doubled his investment. His
master commended him: “Good work! You did your job well.
From now on be my partner.”
The servant with the two thousand showed how he also
had doubled his master’s investment. His master commended
him: “Good work! You did your job well. From now on be my
partner.”
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The servant given one thousand said, “Master, I know you
have high standards and hate careless ways, that you demand
the best and make no allowances for error. I was afraid I might
disappoint you, so I found a good hiding place and secured your
money. Here it is, safe and sound down to the last cent.”
The master was furious. “That’s a terrible way to live! It’s
criminal to live cautiously like that! If you knew I was after the
best, why did you do less than the least? The least you could have
done would have been to invest the sum with the bankers, where
at least I would have gotten a little interest.
Take the thousand and give it to the one who risked the
most. And get rid of this ‘play-it-safe’ who won’t go out on a limb.
Throw him out.”
REFLECTION AND SHARING
Entering into the Parable
Be the Boss
Why did you give so much money (and unequally) to
your workers?
Why were you so hard on the worker who hid the
money?
Be the workers who were rewarded
How did you perceive the boss and his task? Why did
you take the risk?
Be the worker who hid the money?
Why did you hide the money? Why were you afraid to
take the risk?
Based on a prayer led by Paul Hendrick CFC with the local
community in Cherry Orchard, Dublin.
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LEAPING INTO THE FUTURE IN TRUST
CARRY THE DREAM - JOHN COLEMAN

NO. 11

Refrain : Our God of hope - help us to dream
Beyond the shores - of where we’ve been.
Our God of light - of brave new life
Our living stream - help us to dream.
With the rich and the refugee (carry the dream),
With the lost on an angry sea (carry the dream),
With the prisoner in front of me, carry the dream.
With the brave on the freedom march (carry the dream),
With the tired and cold of heart (carry the dream),
With the poet who strikes the spark, carry the dream.
With the prophets who shake the door (carry the dream),
Who speak of love as the higher law (carry the dream),
With every pilgrim who came before, carry the dream.
Our God of flight - free us to fly.
Beyond the fear - that chain’s so tight.
Our God of spring - sweet earth’s release,
Help us to dream - our God of peace. REFRAIN
REACHING OUT TO A DREAM
Dreams come and go in our lives;
far more die than come to reality.
What is it in us that allows us to let go of visions
that could create new and beautiful worlds?
Why do we so easily give in to barriers?
Why do we let ourselves conform and be satisfied with what is?
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Reaching out to a dream can be risky.
It can involve hardships that our imaginations never knew.
Our comfortableness can so easily be disturbed.
But, what beauty can be experienced
as we accept the challenge of a dream!
What a precious feeling to be supported, to have others say
‘You can do it, we can do it together.’
Nothing is beyond our reach if we reach out together,
if we reach out with all the confidence we have,
if we are willing to persevere even in difficult times
and if we rejoice with every small step forward,
if we dream beautiful dreams
that will transform our lives, our world.
Nothing is impossible if we put aside our careful ways,
if we build our dreams with faith - faith in ourselves,
faith in our sisters and brothers,

THE GREAT LEAP BY JANE EVERSHED
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and above all, faith in our God
with whom all things are possible.
Delora Hintz
QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION AND SHARING
What thoughts and feelings does the picture ‘The Great Leap’
conjure in me?
What needs to change in me to give me the freedom to allow
the new to be born in and through me?
DARE TO DREAM - OLIVIA NEWTON JOHN

NO. 12

I am my own believer, in my heart the reason.
I will follow the light from within, I'm not afraid of weakness,
I'm gonna taste the sweetness of the power not to give in.
Oh I will see it through, I believe this is my moment of truth.
Dare to dream, dare to fly,
Dare to be the heir chosen one to touch the sky
Dare to reach, dare to rise
Find the strength to set my spirit free, dare to dream.
I will go the distance, embrace resistance,
I will lay my soul on the line.
When the wait is over, and the hunger has spoken,
If I give my all, I will shine.
Oh I will see it through, I believe, this is my moment of truth.
And my heart will shine like the sun,
A million voices together as one.
I believe, I believe, I believe, I believe.
Find the strength to do what I believe, dare to dream. (2)
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THE TEARS OF PEOPLE MADE POOR
My God these are such distressing times!
Tonight for the first time I awakened in darkness;
my eyes were stinging;
before me passed images and images of human suffering.
But there is one thing that is more and more obvious to me,
that You cannot help us, but that we ourselves must help You,
and in that way we help ourselves.
Etty Hillesum

The Church has been blessed with the new and fresh
message of Pope Francis. We have heard his call for the
Church to be “a poor Church with the poor” and his
preference for “a Church which is bruised, hurting and
dirty because it has been out in the streets.”
Nairobi Chapter Document

TEARS OF GOD - CAREY LANDRY
I saw a woman with her children near the shelter door,
hoping there would be more room.
Then I saw a million people, poor and homeless
'round the world, and I thought I saw a tear fall on each one.
I thought I saw the tears of God (3) falling like the rain.
I heard a young child crying,
and when I turned to comfort her,
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I saw the look upon her face - a hollow, frightened stare.
Then, I saw a million children,
cold and hungry, 'round the world,
and I thought I saw a tear fall upon each one.
Nation fighting nation; hatreds settled with a gun.
neighbour fighting neighbour, father against son.
Who will dry the tears of God? (3) and help to heal the pain?
Blessed are the ones who suffer persecution for justice sake,
Blessed are the sorrowing for they shall be consoled.
Blessed are the poor in spirit,
they shall know the reign of God.
Blessed are the pure of heart, they shall see their God.
Shall we dry the tears of God? (3) and help to heal the pain?
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WITH THE POOR
If you enter into a close relationship with those who are poor,
you enter into an intimate relationship with Jesus
and you will be led into the heart of the beatitudes…
If you enter into relationship with a lonely or suffering person
you will discover something else:
that it is you who are being healed.
The broken person will reveal to you your own hurt
And the hardness of you heart, but also how much you are loved.
Thus the one you came to heal becomes your healer.
If you let yourself be moulded thus by the cry of the poor
and accept their healing friendship,
then they may guide your footsteps into community
and lead you into a new vision of humanity,
a new world order,
not governed by power and fear
but where the poor and the weak are at the centre.
They will lead you into the kingdom Jesus speaks of.
Jean Vanier
QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION AND SHARING
Reflect on an experience when you accepted the healing
friendship of a poor person (persons)
How did this experience lead you into the kingdom Jesus spoke
of?
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STONES
Place a variety of stones in the centrepiece
with ornamental cloths.
The variety of stones
God made stones in great variety, variety of shapes, circular
and irregular, variety of sizes, small and larger, variety of
textures, smooth and porous, variety of colours.
O God of variety, save us from monotony and sameness.
The variety of uses of stones
God’s people in their creativity have discovered a variety of
uses for stones - corner stones, foundation stones, millstones,
stepping stones, headstones, wall stones, ornamental stones,
paving stones.
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Creator God, you made us in your image. You also made us of
the same stuff as the stones. May our creativity show forth your
creativity which you have so strikingly revealed to us.
Stones and time
We celebrate two thousand years of Christianity and place this
in the context of the stones on the table, which were formed
500,000,000 years ago.
Loving God, we reflect on the immensity of time and space, of
these stones and of all creation. May the immensity that is you
not overwhelm us, but lift our hearts in wonder and humility.
Rough edges and sharp corners
The stones before you may be smooth and rounded or with
rough edges, sharp corners. Do you have rough edges or sharp
corners?
Do you sometimes say or do things that hurt others? Ask God
to show you any areas in your life that are like this, and ask God
to help you to smooth them out.
Stones in Scripture
Yahweh said to Moses:
‘Come up to me on the mountain and stay there.
I will give you the slabs of stone,
on which I have written my precepts.
Liberating God, may we see your precepts as your gift to us, a
path to life, signs of your love and care, leading to blessedness
as we take on your ways.
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Jesus and stones
Let the one who is without sin cast the first stone.
We pray that we are able to see that if I cast the first stone or
any stone, then I have become that stone.
Some seed fell on stony ground.
We pray that we are able to keep searching for ways to prepare
the soil so that the Word will bear fruit a hundredfold.
They found the stone had been rolled away.
We pray that we are able to leave no stone unturned, as we
continue to roll away the stones that entomb us.
POINTS FOR REFLECTION AND SHARING
Each take a stone from the centre, contemplating quietly over
the following questions:
Where are my stones? What are their names?
Would I know them if I met them face to face?
Also take notice of how you are holding your stone. Are you
holding it very tightly? Could there be anything else your life
that you are holding on to too tightly or with strong control?
Something you need to let go of, or put down?
Are you holding it very loosely? Is there something in your life
that you are holding on to too loosely or carelessly? Something
you need to take more care of, or grip more firmly?
Adapted from Donal Harrington and Julie Kavanagh
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BEING POOR IN SPIRIT
Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of
heaven.
Matthew 5:3
OPEN - MIKE SCOTT

NO. 13

Open to the world, open to spirit, open to the changing wind,
open to touch, open to nature, open to the world within,
open to change, open to adventure, open to the new,
open to love, open to miracles, open Beloved to You.
Open to learn, open to laughter, open to being blessed,
open to joy, open to service, open to saying "Yes !"
open to risk, open to passion, to peace and silence too,
open to love, open to beauty, open Beloved to You.
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From a wisdom perspective ‘poor in spirit’ designates an
inner attitude of receptivity and openness, and one is blessed
by it because only in this state is it possible to receive anything.
There is a wonderful Zen story that exactly translates
this teaching: A young seeker, keen to become the student of
a certain master, is invited to an interview at the master’s
house. The student rambles on about all his spiritual
experience, his past teachers, his insights and skills and his
pet philosophies. The master listens silently and begins to
pour a cup of tea. He pours and pours and when the cup is
overflowing he keeps right on pouring. Eventually the
student notices what’s going on and interrupts his
monologue to say: “Stop pouring! The cup is full!” Then the
teacher replies: “Yes, and so are you. How can I possibly
teach you anything?”
This first beatitude speaks to that principle. In one of his most
beautiful insights Thomas Merton once wrote: “At the centre
point of our being is a point of nothingness which is untouched
by sin and illusion, a point of pure truth, a point of spark which
belongs entirely to God”. From time immemorial wisdom
teaching has insisted that only through that point of
nothingness can we enter the larger mind. As long as we’re
filled with ourselves we can go no further.
Cynthia Bourgeault
A HEART THAT IS POOR IN SPIRIT
Create in me a heart that is poor in spirit, open and receptive, so
that I may embrace the many ways you choose to visit my life.
Create in me a heart that is poor in spirit, cleared of the refuse of
old battles with others and deadly opposition with myself.
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Create in me a heart that is poor in spirit, purified through the
daily disruptions and the life encounters that take me beyond my
grasping control and ego-centeredness.
Create in me a heart that is poor in spirit, freed from the clutter
of cultural enticements, so that I can enjoy the beauty of life’s
simple things and relish the gifts I so easily take for granted.
Create in me a heart that is poor in spirit, bathed from harsh
thoughts, shame, and perfectionist tendencies, warmly
welcoming with others with the embrace of non-judgment.
Create in me a heart that is poor in spirit, brushed free of frantic
busyness, so that I will have time to dwell with you in the listening
space of solitude and silence.
Create in me a heart that is poor in spirit, rinsed of the residue of
false messages about my identity, enabling my inner goodness
and light to shine through all I am and do.
Create in me a heart that is poor in spirit, scrubbed of racism and
prejudice, drawing me toward all as my sisters and brothers.
Create in me a heart that is poor in spirit, God.
Dust off the unmindful activity that constantly collects there.
Wash away my resistance
to working through difficult relationships.
Rinse off my unloving
so the beauty of my generous and kind heart can shine forth.
Remove whatever keeps me
from following in your compassionate footsteps.
Amen.
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WAKE UP
I'M AWARE - JAN NOVOTKA

NO. 14

I move slowly in this moment
that I might be fully aware.
Conscious of Sacred Presence ev'ry where.
All is One.
In this Now. I'm aware.

Most people, even though they don't know it, are asleep.
They're born asleep, they live asleep, they marry in their sleep,
they breed children in their sleep, they die in their sleep
without ever waking up. They never understand the loveliness
and the beauty of this thing that we call human existence. You
know, all mystics -Catholic, Christian, non-Christian, no matter
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what their theology, no matter what their religion -- are
unanimous on one thing: that all is well, all is well. Though
everything is a mess, all is well. Strange paradox, to be sure.
But, tragically, most people never get to see that all is well
because they are asleep. They are having a nightmare.
Last year on Spanish television I heard a story about this
gentleman who knocks on his son's door. "Jaime," he says,
"wake up!" Jaime answers, "I don't want to get up, Papa." The
father shouts, "Get up, you have to go to school." Jaime says, "I
don't want to go to school." "Why not?" asks the father. "Three
reasons," says Jaime. "First, because it's so dull; second, the
kids tease me; and third, I hate school." And the father says,
"Well, I am going to give you three reasons why you must go to
school. First, because it is your duty; second, because you are
forty-five years old, and third, because you are the
headmaster." Wake up, wake up! You've grown up. You're too
big to be asleep. Wake up! Stop playing with your toys.
Anthony D’mello
DON’T GO BACK TO SLEEP
The breeze at dawn has secrets to tell you.
Don’t go back to sleep.
You must ask for what you really want.
Don’t go back to sleep.
People are going back and forth across the doorsill
where the two worlds touch.
The door is round and open.
Don’t go back to sleep.
Rumi
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QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION AND SHARING
What aspect of the call of OWITF is something I have not yet
woken up to?
What will support and challenge me to outgrow my ‘toys’ ?
What secrets do I hear from the breeze at dawn?
PRAYER FOR AWAKENING
God rest us.
Rest that part of us which is tired.
Awaken that part of us which is asleep.
God awaken us and awake within us.
Amen
Leunig

Wake up the world!
Be witnesses of a different way
of doing things, acting, living!
Show it’s possible to live differently in this world.
Religious follow the Lord in a special way,
in a prophetic way.
It is this witness that I expect of you.
Religious should be men and women
who are able to wake the world up.
Pope Francis to Superiors General,
29 November 2013
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BEING BROTHER
THE PRESENCE YOU ARE - JAN NOVOTKA

NO. 15

It's not what you do but how you do it.
It's not what you see but how you see.
It's not what you say, what you know or achieve.
But it's the Presence, the Presence you are.

So he got up from the meal, took off his outer clothing, and
wrapped a towel around his waist. After that, he poured
water into a basin and began to wash his disciples’ feet,
drying them with the towel that was wrapped around
him……
When he had finished washing their feet, he put on his
clothes and returned to his place. “Do you understand what
I have done for you?”
John 13: 4, 5, 12

The word ‘Brother’ is both a noun
and a verb.
‘Brother’ as a noun stresses
a unique vocation to
be relationally other.
Brothers witness
to the desire deep in the heart
of each person to connect,
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to belong,
to be attached,
to love and to be loved.
Brothers commit their lives
to create bonds of unity that
echo the expressed desire of Jesus
for his group of disciples to be one.
As Brothers come together
they seek to create
centres of compassion
where each Brother experiences
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the love and support
of his fellow Brothers.
‘Brother’ as a verb
seeks to express this fraternal love
by supporting one another,
and showing real care
for each other.
To ‘brother’ involves
deeply respecting and valuing
the uniqueness of each person,
rejoicing in the gifts and qualities
of each Brother,
and compassionately accepting
one another’s frailties.
David Gibson CFC
GROUP PROCESS
On a large sheet of paper, write the word BROTHER in the
middle. For the next five minutes, ask the group to call out oneword associations that come to their mind when they think of
the word ‘Brother’. Ask someone from the group to write these
words on the paper.
Then on another sheet of paper, write the word EDMUND
in the middle. Do the same process as above.
Then ask the group to examine the similarities and the
differences in the two sets of associations and share their
insights with the group.
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TAKE NOTHING FOR THE JOURNEY
EVERY WAY BUT BACK - KAREN LAHAISE

NO. 16

I will turn my life on the potter’s wheel,
I will put my faith in the truth I feel.
I will seek my way on a mountain track,
Turn, turn everyway but back.
I want to live my life free from envy’s hold,
from chains of steel and from chains of gold.
And may my heart be the pilgrim kind that only love can bind.
And may I never bend to the creed of hate,
for race or party, or Church or State.
From heart to heart and from mind to mind, may I some
highway find.
May love renew each man’s and each woman’s heart,
for life together and life apart.
And touch us all with the pilgrim fire,
and with some high desire.

Then Jesus called the twelve together... and he sent them out
to proclaim the kingdom of God and to heal. He said to them,
"Take nothing for your journey...."
Luke 9:1-6
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RISK THE ROAD
Heal and Proclaim …
Were the twelve afraid?
Did they wonder if they could do those things?
Compared to the quality of your ministry,
Did they feel inadequate and unworthy?
What persuaded them to go? Your words?
Your friendship? Their enthusiasm?
Your deep belief that they could do it?
And you said:
“Take nothing for the journey”.
What did you mean?
Trust or more than trust?
Did you perhaps imply that we can’t wait
Until we have all the possible things we need?
That we can’t postpone “doing”
Until we are positive of our talents?
That we can’t hold off our commitment
Until we are absolutely sure
We won’t make a mistake?
I think of all the excuses and reasons
We can give for not serving and giving:
No time, no talent, no knowledge,
No energy, no assured results.
You say, “Take nothing.
Don’t worry about your inadequacies.
I will provide for you.
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Go! Just Go! Go with my power.
Risk the road, risk the work.
Go! I will be with you.
What else do you need?”
QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION AND SHARING
Where does the words of Jesus ‘Take nothing for your
journey’ touch my life today?
Providence is our Inheritance was the wisdom we received
from Edmund. How am I called to trust in God and ‘risk the
road’?
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BEYOND OUR EFFORTS
You must bring him everything!
Your dreams, your successes, your rejoicing.
And if you have little to rejoice over, bring him that little.
And if you have only empty hands,
bring him your empty hands
Shattered hopes are his material;
in his hands all is made good.
Meister Eckhart
A FUTURE NOT OUR OWN
It helps, now and then, to step back and take a long view.
The kingdom is not only beyond our efforts,
it is even beyond our vision.
We accomplish in our lifetime only a tiny fraction
of the magnificent enterprise that is God’s work.
Nothing we do is complete, which is a way of saying
that the kingdom always lies beyond us.
No statement says all that could be said.
No prayer fully expresses our faith.
No confession brings perfection.
No pastoral visit brings wholeness.
No program accomplishes the church’s mission.
No set of goals and objectives includes everything.
This is what we are about.
We plant the seeds that one day will grow.
We water seeds already planted,
knowing that they hold future promise.
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We lay foundations that will need further development.
We provide yeast that produces far beyond our capabilities.
We cannot do everything,
and there is a sense of liberation in realizing that.
This enables us to do something,
and to do it very well. It may be incomplete,
but it is a beginning, a step along the way,
an opportunity for the God’s grace to enter and do the rest.
We may never see the end results, but that is the difference
between the master builder and the worker.
We are workers, not master builders; ministers, not messiahs.
We are prophets of a future not our own. Amen.
Archbishop Oscar Romero
QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION AND SHARING
We provide yeast that produces far beyond our capabilities.
We cannot do everything, and there is a sense of liberation
in realizing that.
What are the ways in which I am (we are) called to be ‘yeast’
with the people that we are working with?
I (We) cannot do everything. Does this lead you to frustration
or liberation? Why?
ST. THERESA'S PRAYER - JOHN MICHAEL TALBOT
Christ has no body now but yours,
No hands, no feet on earth but yours,
Yours are the eyes through which He looks,
With compassion on this world.
Yours are the feet with which He walks to do good,
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NO. 17

Yours are the hands, with which He blesses all the world
Yours are the hands, yours are the feet,
Yours are the eyes, you are His body.
Refrain
Christ has no body now on earth but yours.

Christ has
no body
now on
earth but
yours
Transformation begins when we are disturbed
and taken out of our familiar surroundings, when our
hearts and minds are open to new possibilities and to
new relationships.
It is in reflecting together within this dislocation
that we experience the presence of God drawing us
ever deeper into the Mystery that leads to life.
Nairobi Chapter Document
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TO BE OF THE EARTH
PRAYING WITH THE FOUR ELEMENTS
By bringing the four elements into our prayer, we begin to
forge an awareness of how much we are a part of the matrix of
the natural world and part of the same creation as other of
God's creatures. In opening ourselves to the metaphors that the
elements offer us, we discover a God who dwells at the heart of
all living things, who sustains and transforms creation moment
by moment.
In the following four prayer services, we are called to
reflect on the nature of God in connection with the four
elements to strengthen our sense of the sacred presence in our
midst and to reveal a God whose immanence shimmers
through creation.
BY BREATH - SARA THOMSEN

NO. 18

By breath, by blood, by body, by spirit, we are all one.
The air that is my breath, is the air that you are breathing
And the air that is your breath, is the air that I am breathing.
The wind rising in my breast,
is the wind from the east, from the west
From the north, from the south, breathing in, breathing out.
The water that is my blood, my sweat, tears from crying
Is the water that is your blood, your sweat, tears from crying.
And the rising of the tide is in our veins and in the ocean wide
We are in the rising steam, rushing river, running stream.
The earth is dust, the earth is clay,
flow’rs blossoming and fading,
We are dust and we are clay, we are blossoming and fading.
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Every colour, every sound, every place is holy ground
Oh, every living thing, can you hear it laugh?
Can you hear it sing?
The fire in my heart, my soul flame burning
Is the fire in your heart, your soul flame burning.
We are Spirit burning bright,
by the light of day, in the dark of night
We are shining like the sun, and like the moon,
like the Holy One.

To be of the earth is to know the restlessness of being a seed,
the darkness of being planted, the struggle toward the light,
the joy of bursting and bearing fruit
the love of being food for someone,
the scattering of your seeds, the decay of your seasons
the mystery of death and the miracle of birth.
John Soos
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If we think of ourselves as coming out of the earth,
rather than having been thrown in here from somewhere else,
we see that we are the earth;
we are the consciousness of the earth.
These are the eyes of the earth. And this is the voice of the earth.
Joseph Campbell
QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION AND SHARING
Am I grounded in earth? Are we as a community grounded in
earth?
What is me resists the struggle of lying like a seed in the dark
earth?
Have I recently experienced the joy of being food for
someone?
BLESSING OF EARTH
Spirit of the Abundant earth,
Allow me to live in the knowledge that
I am of the earth, from the earth, and returning to the earth.
Tree of Life
Rise up in me,
Rooting me deeply in the ground
And inviting me to extend my branches far into the sky.
Spirit that rises like bread,
Knead me into the shape you desire for my life
And allow me to be nourishment for others.
Blessings of the earth be upon me.
May its taste, smell, and touch remind me
of the abundance of God.
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BECOME FIRE !
SACRED FIRE - JAN NOVOTKA

NO. 19

Sacred Fire, burning before me;
burning within me; deep in my soul!
Sacred Fire, transforming Fire,
recreate me. Make me whole.
FIRE -MAKING
There was a man who invented the art of making fire.
He took his tools and went to a tribe in the north, where it was
very cold, bitterly cold. He taught the people there to make fire.
The people were very interested. He showed them the uses to
which they could put fire: they could cook, could keep
themselves warm, etc. They were so grateful that they had
learned the art of making fire. But before they could express
their gratitude to the man, he disappeared. He wasn’t
concerned with getting their recognition or gratitude; he was
concerned about their well-being.
He went to another tribe, where he again began to show
them the value of his invention. People were interested there
too, a bit too interested for the peace of mind of their priests,
who began to notice that this man was drawing crowds and
they were losing their popularity. So they decided to do away
with him. They poisoned him, crucified him, put it any way you
like. But they were afraid now that the people might turn
against them, so they were very wise, even wily. Do you know
what they did?
They had a portrait of the man made and mounted it on
the main altar of the temple. The instruments for making fire
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were placed in front of the portrait, and the people were taught
to revere the portrait and to pay reverence to the instruments
of fire, which they dutifully did for centuries. The veneration
and the worship went on, but there was no fire.
IN THE FIRE’S CORE
You study artefacts and think you know the maker,
Like a scientist you collect data and put facts together
To come to some conclusion.
Mystics arrive at what they know differently.
They lay a head upon a person’s chest
And drift into the answer.
Thinking gives off smoke to prove the existence of fire.
A Mystic sits inside the burning.
There are wonderful shapes in rising smoke
That imagination loves to watch.
But it’s a mistake to leave the fire for the filmy night.
Stay here at the fire’s core.
Rumi
QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION AND SHARING
What would it mean for you to truly become fire?
Where do you need the fire of courage in your life?
What keeps you from living your life with an awareness of this
holy fire within you?
BLESSING OF FIRE
Spirit of Fire,
You revealed yourself through the burning bush
And the fiery courage of Pentecost.
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Fiery Spirit, Source of all creative power.
Kindle your Holy Spirit within me.
Breathe into me your Sacred Passion.
Fill me with your flame until I have become fire
Offering warmth and light to the world.
Spirit of Refining Fire,
Help me to release what no longer serves me.
To make room for your light to fill me.
Blessing of Fire be upon me
May the light of God illuminate me.
Joyce Rupp
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BREATH OF THE SPIRIT BLOWING IN ME
The wind blows where it chooses,
and you hear the sound of it,
but you do not know where it comes from
or where it goes.
So it is with everyone who is born of the Spirit.
- John 3:8

While the gift of wind is mightily present in the first
creation story, another expression of this element, the gift of
air or breath, appears in a life-giving way in the second creation
story. It is an expression of God's tender immanence. The
Hebrew word for Spirit is ‘ruah’, which also means the breath
of God. God is the sustainer of our breathing. God is as close to
us as our very breath.
The great modern mystic Pierre Teilhard de Chardin
offered the vision of the "breathing together of all things." We
are connected to all of life through breath − to humans and
animals, as well as to trees and plants, which breathe in the
carbon dioxide we release and return oxygen to us in a
harmonious exchange and dance of life.
BREATH MEDITATION
As you still yourself, gently get in touch with your
breathing. Don't try to change the rhythm of your breath;
simply notice your natural, rhythmic rise and fall. Imagine as
you breathe in, that God breathes life into you. As you breathe
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out, imagine releasing all of the distractions and worries that
keep you from being fully present in prayer. See if you can just
set them aside for a time.
Call to mind Pierre Teilhard de Chardin's image of the
"breathing together of all things." Imagine as you breathe in
and out that your breath is connected in rhythm to the breath
of the people you love who are also breathing in and out at this
very moment.
Allow your imagination to slowly expand so that you
visualize your breath connecting you to all other people. Then
expand again to include all living creatures including trees and
plant life, which offer us a mutual exchange of breath. Allow
this prayer to connect you to the vast matrix of pulsing life
within which we live.
QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION AND SHARING
How is the Breath of Love inviting you to open your heart?
Can you allow your sails to open fully, knowing that the wind
blows where it wills?
What would it mean for you to allow yourself to be carried
through life as a feather, floating on the holy breath of the One
who first breathed life into us?
BLESSING OF WIND
Spirit of Creation, in the beginning you blew over the waters,
coaxing the earth up from the depths of the sea,
and inviting all creatures to rise up on their own wings.
Spirit of Renewing Life,
you breathed into me in my very first moment,
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invigorate me with your gift of energy and newness.
Continue to breathe expansively in me,
inviting me to a vision for what is possible in my life.
Spirit of Restlessness,
stir me from my longing for comfort that so often stifles me,
help me to release from the places that keep me stuck,
and guide me in the direction you would have me go.
Spirit of the Great Winds, help me to hear your voice
in the midst of the whirlwind of my life.
Grant me the trust to hold on
while I am being buffeted by life's storms.
Blessings of wind be upon me.
May my sails billow wide,
May I breathe deeply the gift of inspiration,
May I be carried to the place of my resurrection,
May I be fully free.
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FLOWING WITH THE WATER
May what I do flow from me like a river,
no forcing and no holding back, the way it is with children.
Then in these swelling and ebbing currents,
these deepening tides moving out, returning,
I will sing you as no one ever has,
streaming through widening channels into the open sea.
Rainer Maria Rilke
I would love to live like a river flows,
Carried by the surprise of its own unfolding.
John O'Donohue

In his shortest poem titled “Fluent”, John O'Donohue
writes about his desire to live like a river, "carried by the
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surprise, of its own unfolding." Rilke too invites us into the flow
of water as well, encouraging us to give freely from who we are.
In this way, the element of water is similar to the energy of
wind or air that blows freely where it will. Embracing the gift
of water invites us into a way of being that asks us to hold less
tightly to our carefully constructed plans. It offers us a path of
listening and responding to the movement in a given moment,
of living our way into the unknown.
GOD IS A RIVER – PETER MAYER

NO. 20

In the ever-shifting water of the river of this life,
I was swimming, seeking comfort;
I was wrestling waves to find
A boulder I could cling to, a stone to hold me fast
Where I might let the fretful water of this river ‘round me pass
And so I found an anchor, a blessed resting place
A trusty rock I called my saviour, for there I would be safe
From the river and its dangers,
and I proclaimed my rock divine
And I prayed to it “protect me” and the rock replied,
God is a river, not just a stone.
God is a wild, raging rapids and a slow, meandering flow
God is a deep and narrow passage
and a peaceful, sandy shoal
God is the river, swimmer. So let go.
Still I clung to my rock tightly with conviction in my arms
Never looking at the stream
to keep my mind from thoughts of harm
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But the river kept on coming, kept on tugging at my legs
Till at last my fingers faltered, and I was swept away.
So I’m going with the flow now,
these relentless twists and bends
Acclimating to the motion, and a sense of being led
And this river’s like my body now, it carries me along
Through the ever-changing scenes
and by the rocks that sing this song .
QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION AND SHARING
Where in your life do you feel the invitation to surrender to
the flow of the river in your life?
Do you find yourself getting impatient when things are
moving slowly and find yourself tending to push the river?
Have you recently experienced God as a wild raging rapid?
BLESSING OF WATER
Spirit of Living Water, You hold all of creation in your womb
And spring us forward onto the earth at birth.
Spirit of the Tides,
Remind me of the rise and fall of your rhythms
So that I may discover them deep within my own being.
Spirit of Greenness, bring moistness and vigour to my life
So that I might savour the experience of your energy
Moving through me out into the world.
Blessings of water be upon me.
May I be carried by the flow of the great river of life.
May I discover a hidden spring within, gushing forth,
May I be carried to the shores of the sacred and renewed.
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WHAT DO SEE YOU THROUGH THE WINDOW?
WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO YOU, EDMUND RICE?
What has turned your head, Edmund Rice?
You have broken your merchant mould,
ceasing to hone the edge of competition,
no longer lifting the latches of mansion doors,
bowing to greet elegant, flowing robes,
nor dining beneath sparkling chandeliers.
But why?
You often bow before the lamp in prayer.
You walk the cobblestones to seek the poor,
favouring the company of urchins and petty thieves
among the timber stacks on river wharves….
But why, why?
To lift the querulous poor above their station,
and educate the outcasts, hovel-bound?
How will you captivate their wandering minds
with scrapes on dull slates and lifeless books,
your nimble quill no longer totting profits,
a hard-won fortune fretted away so soon?
And now you smile and sweep a worthless stable.
Why this madness? Would you disgrace us all?
God only knows!
Hugh Sharpe
EDMUND LOOKS BACK AT HIS INNER JOURNEY:
The vision I had of combining a life of contemplation with
a project of educating the poor boys of Waterford went through
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a long period of gestation in my
heart. When I shared this with my
friend, Mary Power, she pointed
out to the urchins running wild on
the streets and said “Your
monastery is on the streets.” This
confirmed me in my decision to do
for the boys of the city what Nano
Nagle’s Sisters were doing for the
girls. You might use the supposed
window through which Mary
pointed, as a metaphor for what
was opening up in my life.
Though I no longer moved
in the business circles I once
frequented, inevitably I bumped
into friends in the course of my
comings and goings. After all,
New Street was in the fashionable
quarter of the city. Whisper by
whisper, you can imagine the
word spreading: ‘Did you hear
about Mr Rice …?’ ‘They say he is out of his mind… got mixed up
with street urchins and thinks he can turn them out as gentlemen
…’ ‘Poor Mr Rice - he never got over the shock of losing his young
wife.’ Some of the clergy too were not slow to voice their doubts.
Imagine my surprise then when one day a man appeared and
expressed a wish to help me in my project. Another followed and
things began to look bright. They did not last, however.
What I was about was not so much a favour I chose to do for
those boys. No, it was a right of theirs that I was honouring. It
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was a question of justice. Justice had always been an issue with
me. It arose from my business dealings. My favourite texts from
Scripture were those pertaining to justice. But now it was justice
in a setting other than business. I felt like a latter-day Moses with
God appealing to me: ‘I have seen the misery of my people, I have
heard their cry…’
REFLECTION AND SHARING
Imagine that you are sharing your desires and hopes with
Edmund. As Edmund listens to you, he takes you to the
window. What does he show you through the window? What
does he say? What feelings well up in you as you hear Edmund?
Ask Edmund say something more as you listen and clarify.
Have you had a similar experience recently?
WHERE TO NOW, EDMUND? - PETER KEARNEY

NO. 21

Chorus: We are called. We are gifted.
We are learning to respond
To the needs of the times, we are living here today.
We are called, we are lifted, we are hanging on your word –
Where to now Edmund? Where would you go now?
1. Go to each other; yes, that’s what Jesus said.
Serve one other; that’s exactly what you did.
Out on the edges, the shadows, a star was burning bright
To guide the young ones;
you taught them to claim their human right.
You said, “It’s ours to choose, choose life!”
In God the healing; name what you’re fearing;
God is revealing through the pride of the poor standing tall.
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2. New seeds are blowing on a dry and dusty day
God does the growing if we trust enough to wait
Our world is shifting and changing
and we don’t have any chance
To find direction but you showed us one way to make a start
Your prayer was ‘Live Jesus in our hearts’
Help us be prayerful; to be strong yet gentle
May all we build be in respect for the Earth … our good Earth.
3. One man of vision with your feet still on the ground
One life decision, now your family has no bounds
You were moved by God’s spirit to open wide your heart
To see Christ present appealing in the poor, you took their part
We are the strugglers, the stranded,
You made your welcome guests
We are the carers, the teachers, who try to give their best.
Our prayer is ‘live Jesus in our hearts’
Be there forever, as we endeavour
Help us to see you in the hearts of one and all … hear the call.

We are standing at the edge, willing and ready to
enter a radically different way of being disciples of
Jesus and followers of Edmund.
Nairobi Chapter Document
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THE GUEST HOUSE
This being human is a guest house.
Every morning a new arrival.
A joy, a depression, a meanness,
some momentary awareness comes
as an unexpected visitor.
Welcome and entertain them all!
Even if they're a crowd of sorrows,
who violently sweep your house
empty of its furniture,
still, treat each guest honourably.
He may be clearing you out
for some new delight.
The dark thought, the shame, the malice,
meet them at the door laughing,
and invite them in.
Be grateful for whoever comes,
because each has been sent
as a guide from beyond.
Rumi
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